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Editor’s Comments
I would like to apologise for the poorer quality of
some of my photographs in recent Newsletters.
It is impossible to take good photos if the
lighting is not good enough, and the lighting in
the larger hall we now use is not a patch on
what we had before. Flash is not the answer,
as when converted to black & white, very flat
pictures result. I shall continue to do my best
with Photoshop, but it doesn’t work miracles
every time!
While on the subject, I am disapointed that the
small scale of the work which John Berkeley
presented in September made it impossible for
me to see and show some of the processes.
We would have had to specially pose the shots
to photograph them, which was obviously
impossible in the course of a demonstration.
However, I recommend John’s book “All
Screwed Up”, which very clearly illustrates every
detail of his work. It’s in the MWA Library.
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An Evening with John Berkeley
John Berkeley is a large and
jolly man, and his
demonstration was
punctuated by his good
humour. Early on in his
turning career, John met the
late, great, Bill Jones, who
was the acknowledged
expert in the then little
known art of chasing screw
threads by hand. John was
greatly impressed by Bill’s
beautiful small pieces,

John Berkeley contd.
From that time onwards,
all John’s work has been
influenced by the work
of Bill Jones, and John
has specialised in
making beautiful screw
topped boxes, and also
puzzle pieces assembled
by screw threads. Bill
Jones worked in Ivory
and Bone, and also some
close grained hardwoods
which would take fine
screw threads, but new Ivory can no longer
legally be used for such work. Fortunately,
modern plastics are available which mimic Ivory
and many other natural materials. John brought
with him for sale his stock of these materials.
Techniques for turning Alternative Ivory are
different from those used on wood. The items
made are small in size, needing only a small
lathe. Variable speed is desirable, though not
essential. Bill Jones used jam chucks for his
work, but a modern four jaw chuck is today’s
choice. The tools show the greatest difference.
Almost all the tools for Ivory and plastics
turning are small sized scrapers, which are
almost invariably supported by an arm rest.
Using an arm rest gives much more control of
the tool when turning small objects, and for
thread chasing. Its use is mandatory for chasing
internal threads. It also eliminates the need for
constant readjustment of the tool rest
John demonstrated the making of a small
decorated box in Alternative Ivory. He began
by parting off suitable lengths for the box and
its lid, making provision for chucking. For
threaded boxes the lid is made first, including its
internal thread.
Using scrapers
and the arm rest,
John hollowed
out the lid to the
internal diameter
of its threads, then
sanded and
polished the
interior. Plastics
respond well to fine abrasives, with the final
polish by something like “T-Cut” (used for
polishing car paint work.) The lightest smear of
wax may follow. After that, he undercut the end
of the portion to be threaded to give clearance for
the chaser. After chamfering the edge of the
hole, the chaser was placed on the arm rest,
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speed reduced to about 400 - 500 rpm, and
several dummy strokes of the chaser made to
get the rhythm right. First cuts were made on
the chamfered edge of the hole, with
successive
passes of the
chaser being
brought round to
almost parallel to
the lathe bed.
John advocates
making thread
for boxes on a
slight taper, as
this enables lids to be closed by little more
than one turn. (Engineers amongst us may
find this odd!) Care was taken not to continue
chasing once the full thread form had been
reached. No more work was done on the lid,
and the body of the box was placed in the
chuck. The spigot for the thread was turned to
a slight taper and a little over size. To find the
correct size to match the already threaded lid,
John gently applied the lid to the spigot,leaving
a friction mark indicating the size. Once
brought down to size, the end was chamfered,
and the undercut for the run out of the thread
made. With the thread chaser made by Ashley
Isles, an arm rest is used for external threads.
With a conventional chaser, the standard tool
rest is used. As before, speed was reduced,
and several
dummy strokes
of the chaser
made before
beginning to cut
on the chamfered
end. Again the
threads were
brought round
almost parallel
with the lathe axis, and the lid tried for fit.
Usually the spigot is still too large, so its
diameter must be reduced with a flat scraper
before the threads are deepened. Small cuts
were made until the lid screwed on nicely. A
little wax on the threads is recommended.
With the lid screwed on, shaping of the box
and the lid continued (lathe speed about 1500
rpm), sanding and polishing completed, and
the box parted off from the chucking piece To
finish the bottom of the box, John rummaged
in his box, an found a threaded ring of about
the right size, which he chucked, and sized to
take the spigot of the box. With the box
screwed on, finishing the base was easily done.

John Berkeley contd.
be raffled at some future date.

Not content with
turning the box and
its lid. John now
applied decoration
with a ball ended
cutter driven by a
flexible shaft. He
also applied more
decoration with a
rotary cutter made
form a common six

This was a well presented evening, enlivened
by John’s sense of humour and clear
explanations, and thoroughly enjoyed by all
present. We conclude with an indication of
John’s sense of humour!

inch nail. (Another Bill
Jones idea!) After that,
Gilt cream was applied to
give a golden finish where
the cutters had been
applied. Finally, John
buffed the box to produce
a superlative finish. John
very kindly gave the
finished box to MWA to

Wood Sales
The first wood sales of large bowl blanks was very successful, and we were
quickly sold out. Alan was relieved that he didn’t have any ‘leftovers’ to take home!
The next sale of smaller bowl blanks will take place tonight (13th October), and the
sale of larger turning squares will take place after the AGM on November 8th. We
hope to be able to continue wood sales in the coming year.

Programme for 2012
The Club Programme for 2012 is now just about complete, and will be published in
November. It contains some old friends as demonstrators, together with one or two
new faces, and the usual Workshop Evenings. Workshop Evenings in 2011 have
been increasingly successful, and have covered most of the basic stuff that that
novice turners need to know. We are pleased to note that the numbers of members
prepared to generate shavings, and produce interesting small items has steadily
increased throughout the year, and we are very grateful to Chairman Tony Champion
for procuring and preparing the blanks for each workshop evening. What we need to
know now is what you, the members, would like to see included in the workshop
evenings. Is it time for more advanced techniques to be included? Only you can tell
us what you want! Talk to any committee member about it, and it will be discussed
by the workshop evening organisers and if possible put into the programme.

Diary Dates.

Only two left.

November 8th AGM Plus
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December 8th Christmas Party

GAllery
John Berkeley decorating his
box with a rotary burr
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